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ABSTRACT 
The performance of GPS receivers with vector delay-locked tracking loop (VDLL) structure over a land 
mobile satellite (LMS) channel model for the simulation of multipath fading transmission is investigated. 
We apply vector delay-locked tracking loop receiver for GPS signal transmitting over LMS multipath fading 
situations. The adeptness of the vector tracking loop is to incessantly position when satellite GPS signal 
outage occurred. However, miscarriage tracking in one channel may overspread into the whole system 
originated the entire loss of locking on all satellites for vector tracking loop algorithm. To moderate this 
locking-loss situation, the VDLL system is carried with receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) 
and fault detection and exclusion (FDE) algorithm to avoid signal unlocked incidence. The satellite signal 
to GPS receiver designs with two different Kalman filters (EKF: Extended Kalman Filter and UKF: 
Unscented Kalman Filter) are established to compare their performance over LMS multipath fading 
channel model simulations. 
Keywords: GPS, Vector delay-locked tracking loop (VDLL), Signal outage, Receiver autonomous integrity 
monitoring (RAIM), Fault detection and exclude (FDE), Extended Kalman filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman 
Filter (UKF), Land mobile satellite (LMS) Multipath fading channel 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Signal processing over the land mobile satellite (LMS) channel model can be realized independently of the 
transmitted signal, since the proposed channel model comprises time variant reflectors approaching and 
lessening in dependency of the azimuth and elevation of the satellite. Therefore, we have applied the LMS 
channel model to better experiment GPS receiver performance over LMS fading channel situations. The 
Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system providing an operator access to 
proper and accurate positioning information everywhere in the world [Spilker et al, 1996]. The satellite 
transmits carrier signal to GPS receivers suffered signal degradation in varied channel conditions, from 
space through atmosphere to ground, especially due to the effects of multipath fading, a considerate 
familiarity of the propagation channel, the so-called land mobile satellite (LMS) channel, becomes 
necessary. The LMS channel is mainly impaired by the environment in the direct vicinity of the moving 
terminal. In fact, signal transmitted over an open environment with the line of sight (LOS) direct path may 
be completely blocked by solid obstructs (e.g., a building, trees, Lampposts) or may be comparatively 
shadowed by flora depending on the density of the vegetation and branches. Instead, multipath 
components are generated by diffraction, reflection, and scattering of the transmitted signal. In an urban 
area, a NLOS (none line of sight) signal transmission is experienced, the LOS signal is often foiled so that 
the first received path is attenuated and possibly delayed. Therefore, multipath fading error is the code 
tracking loop error caused by the LOS direct signals of the satellite and the reflected signals in the vicinity 
of the receiver. To investigate and improve the system performance of GPS signal transmitting over these 
multipath fading situations, we have applied a vector delay-locked tracking loop (VDLL) structure [Pany et 
al, 2006; Lashley et al, 2009] to GPS receiver with the support of Kalman filtering algorithms [Lashley et al, 
2011; Zhu et al, 2010].  
The vector tracking loop algorithm applied to GPS receiver can be continuously positioning when satellite 
signal outage occurred. However, a major drawback for vector tracking loop algorithm is tracking failure in 
one channel may spread all-over the entire system caused the catastrophe loss of locking on all satellites. 
To prevent signal unlocked situation, the VDLL system is delivered with receiver autonomous integrity 
monitoring (RAIM) and fault detection and exclusion (FDE) algorithm in this study. As we have known, to 
improve the GPS navigation receiver position and velocity determination with minimum mean-square error 
(MMSE) estimate of the system state vector, the Kalman filtering scheme has been widely applied. In the 
Kalman filtering, system model with initial conditions and noise characteristics need to be specified as a 
priori [Jwo 2005, 8]. It is unrealistic for the filtering performance degradation situation improved by the 
availability of a precisely known model, since there are vacillations in the system models and noise 
description, and the assumptions on the statistics of disturbances are dislocated in some practical 
situations. We have explored the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) 
embed separately into the GPS receiver to improve the positioning performance. The state transition and 
observation models need not be linear functions of the state but may instead be non-linear functions of 
differentiable type in both the EKF/UKF situations. There are many error effects are condensed due to the 
improving GPS receiver design. As the GPS signal is in harsh environments, the traditional receiver easily 
loses lock, resulting in reduced measurement accuracy. Simulations of the satellite signal to GPS receiver 
over the multipath fading noise is investigated in this study under LMS multipath channel conditions.  
This paper is organized as follows; the LMS multipath channel model for GPS navigation process is given 
in the next section. The following section, simulation experiments on GPS navigation processing are 
carried out to evaluate the performance of the approach in comparison to those by the EKF/UKF through 
LMS fading channels. Analysis for various combinations of the above mentioned algorithms is studied and 
compared. Conclusions are stated in the final section. 
 
2. KALMAN FILTERING GPS NAVIGATION RECEIVER 
For the GPS signal transmission over LMS multipath fading situations, a vector delay-locked tracking loop 
structure is applied to GPS receiver with the support of Kalman filtering algorithms. The vector delay-lock 
loop (VDLL) algorithm [Peng et al, 2012] combines the code tracking and navigation solution into Kalman 
filter structure which include the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) in 
this study [Jwo et al, 2007; Jwo et al, 2009]. The vector-based structure investigating the complete relation 
among different channels performs progressively better in the signal tracking. There are three major 
benefits of the VDLL: increased availability, realistic Doppler accuracy and less computational load. 
Performance study results show that the vector-based method outperforms the scalar tracking loops and 
commercial GPS receiver in the high dynamics and weak signal environment [Chen, 2010; Li et al, 2011]. 
Conversely, failure tracking overspreading from one channel into the whole system initiated the intact loss 
of locking on all satellites is a major drawback for vector tracking loop algorithm. In a former study [Wu et al, 
2017], we may reduce the effect of overspread failure tracking by employing receiver autonomous integrity 
monitoring (RAIM) and fault detection and exclusion (FDE) algorithm to prevent signal unlocked situation 
in vector tracking loop. The RAIM algorithm and the Kalman filter structure are briefly reviewed for 
convenience. 
 
2.1. Kalman Filter 
Kalman filtering is a promised state estimation technique with minimum estimation error variance. The 
Kalman filter algorithm is with initial condition values, when new measurement becomes available with the 
progression of time, the estimation of states and the resultant error covariance would follow recursively 
and infinity. The Kalman filter can be represented as  
Process model:   ẋ = Fx + Gu          (1a) 
Measurement model:  z = Hx + v           (1b) 
where the vectors u and v are both noise sequences. Eq. 1 is expressed as a discrete-time equivalent 
form leads to 
xk+1 = kxk + k          (2a) 
zk = Hkxk + k          (2b) 
where the state vector xk, process noise vector k, measurement vector zk, and measurement noise vector 
k, are all in Rn. In Eq. 2, the state vectors xk and k are assumed to be zero-mean and zero cross 
correlation white Gaussian sequences [Brown et al, 2012].  
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is a nonlinear version of Kalman filtering, which deals with the case 
described by the nonlinear stochastic differential equations. The EKF is based on consecutive linearization 
of the nonlinear dynamic and measurement equations about current state estimates. The linearization is 
typically carried out via Taylor series expansion but interpolation schemes based on numerical 
differentiation also exist. The linear approximation equations for system and measurement matrices can 
be obtained in [Zhu et al, 2010]. Since a linear approximation in EKF cannot fully capture the behavior of a 
nonlinear system. The unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is proposed to improve and simplify the estimation.  
The UKF algorithm based on deterministic sampling where, instead of approximating the state and 
measurement functions of a nonlinear state space model, few deterministic state realizations, so called 
sigma points, are generated and propagated through the involved nonlinearities. The sample statistics of 
transformed sigma points are then used in the Kalman filtering equations. The unscented transformation 
(UT) is the main element of the UKF, where UT is a computation scheme for transforming mean values 
and covariance matrices that depends on a set of scalar parameters. The fact that UKF variants are 
sampling based and do not involve Jacobian and Hessian matrices, in contrast to EKF, makes them 
simple to implement. An extensive survey of these moment computation schemes and their use in Kalman 
filtering is given in [Julier et al, 2004; Wan et al, 2000]. The underlying idea is to estimate the statistics of 
the transformed variable from a set of 2n+1 sigma points, with n being the dimension of the considered 
random variable. On the basis of the known covariance matrix of the initial random variable, sigma points 
can be generated deterministically. Unlike the EKF, the UKF does not require the evaluation of the 
Jacobians of the functions and Hessian matrices, since the gains to be used during the estimation are 
computed directly from the sigma points. Hence, the UKF represents a possible alternative to the EKF 
whenever a linearized model is not accurate enough or the Jacobian computation becomes too unwieldly 
[Jwo et al, 2013]. Figure 1 shows the procedure diagrams to implement the EKF and UKF [Lin, 2017]. 
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FIGURE 1. PROCEDURES DIAGRAM FOR THE EKF (LEFT) AND THE UKF (RIGHT) 
2.2. Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) and Fault Detection and Exclusion (FDE) 
Receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) provides integrity monitoring of GPS for aeronautic 
applications [Lu et al, 2009]. In order for a GPS receiver to perform RAIM function, at least five visible 
satellites with acceptable geometry must be visible to it. RAIM has various kinds of operations; performing 
consistency checks between all positions solutions obtained with various subsets of the visible satellites is 
one of the operations. The receiver provides a vigilant to the pilot if the consistency checks fail. Availability 
is an important issue and a performance indicator of the RAIM algorithm. Due to geometry and satellite 
service maintenance, RAIM is not constantly available and antenna of the receiver could have fewer 
satellites in view occasionally. The RAIM algorithm might be available but with weak capability of detecting 
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